
ConstructPM modules deliver 
industry best practices with 
the unparalleled flexibility of a  
cloud platform-based model.  
This enables rapid realization 
of operational efficiency and 
adaptation to complex and 
changing needs for 
construction operations on a 
global scale.

The Solution 

ConstructPM delivers project 
management for large 
real estate construction operations 
on a  flexible cloud platform.  The 
experience of industry veterans 
and leading project management 
software developers contributed 
to building a product that provides 
rich capability with unparalleled 
flexibility.

The Advantage 

Traditional project management 
systems and tools fail to 
deliver both enterprise level 
accountability and tactical level 
efficiency.   Based on modern 
technological frameworks,  
ConstructPM delivers global 
collaboration, integration, stability, 
and robust controls to ensure 
success at all levels.

The Experts 

The best solutions come from a 
combination of great processes, 
great tools, and great people.  The 
ConstructPM team provides 
assistance that goes far beyond 
the implementation of tools. We 
also offer expert advice in 
adopting best practices and 
alignment of the tools with your 
operation.

Construction Planning
• Visualize your portfolio and projects with  
 interactive planning tools and Gantt charts
• Create project scenarios and manage  
 impacts by exception

Project Execution
• Manage projects on a weekly and    
 daily basis through vendor collaborative   
 work orders
• Manage Issues, Risk, and Change with  
 robust reporting and flexible workflow models

Seamless Integration
• Synchronize operational data with core  
 systems to ensure financial compliance
• Leverage our advanced content sharing  
 or connect with your current systems

Plan With Confidence
Build Successfully
Tailored To Your Needs
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www.mcftech.com
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ConstructPM



GLOBAL RETAIL CONSTRUCTION
A major global retailer struggled to track high level progress of new 
store construction projects, remodels and expansions due to aging 
systems and a failed investment in a legacy project management tool. 
The MCFTech team implemented a tailored platform-based solution 
that perfectly fit the unique business needs of the client. Beginning 
with management of construction of US stores MCFTech’s software 
was deployed to 28 different countries to create a synchronized 
global ecosystem. Key benefits were delivered through deploying as a 
collaborative system to allow third-party architects and construction 
managers the ability to access project plans and assigned activities 
directly and update in real time.  On a global scale, all construction 
projects are reported on a key checkpoint basis for rapid identification 
of expectations at the Sr. Real Estate Management level.
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MEDICAL FACILITY PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
A leading provider of medical services, with more than 2,000 locations, 
needed assistance with systems to support rapid expansion of facilities.  
A Phase 1 solution was implemented which included online, interactive 
space planning and estimating.  Additional capabilities included 
sophisticated project approval workflows to support management 
and real estate committee reviews. The solution also included real-time 
updates to project schedules, up-to-date resource planning, and high-
level management views across all projects. Following the successful 
release of the planning tools, the project management modules were 
deployed to support rapid execution of approved projects and central 
visibility to project progress, risks and issues.  The MCFTech team 
delivered a set of tools and competencies that support accelerated 
growth while retaining project and cost control.

INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION ON A MEGA SCALE
A leading industrial engineering firm required rapid deployment of a 
solution to allow support for a highly-customized client project.  The 
client, undergoing one of the largest modern construction projects, 
expected all contractors to conform to highly exact standards for 
accepting, managing, reporting and completing work orders.  In addition, 
due to the scale of work, sophisticated planning and coordination across 
groups was required and could not be supported using traditional 
tools. In a rapid and iterative manner, the MCFTech team tailored core 
project management modules to support the specific contractor and 
end client requirements exactly, leading to ongoing successful support 
of this mega construction operation.

 


